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2019 has been a rewarding year with FORT delivering on its two core value propositions – providing absolute returns and offering

return streams that diversify and enhance portfolios. On a relative basis, FORT’s programs continued their long record of

outperforming many of our peers in the systematic arena, driven by differentiated signals and approach to asset allocation.

2019 was a good year for futures strategies, with the SocGen CTA Index returning +6.4%. Despite this, the index delivered its

second worst 60-month rolling period on record, -0.1% annualized. During this time, FORT’s programs delivered solid returns,

annualizing several hundred basis points over the index on a net basis, with a superior Sharpe Ratio and minimal correlation to

equity markets. Our 10-year numbers tell a similar story, with even stronger outperformance versus the index.

The performance of systematic strategies -- by models, holding periods, and markets -- can vary significantly over time. One of

FORT’s key investment philosophies is that strategies should be adaptive, systematically shifting risks based on the prevailing

opportunity set. This is a key driver of the outperformance of FORT’s programs over decades and is a theme we discussed during

the firm’s Investor Day in November. Our continued success has allowed us to grow the firm’s resources, with a focus on

infrastructure, and expand our team across functions.

In equities, FORT Equity Market Neutral (EMN) continued to outperform equity market neutral peers in 2019. FORT EMN has an

eleven-year track record and was developed as FORT’s quantitative approach to taking active equity risk in the U.S. market with a

managed beta hedge. This year we made FORT EMN available on a stand-alone basis. At year-end, FORT managed $567

million in the strategy, with most of the assets coming through our multi-strategy program. EMN is available in multiple formats to

onshore, offshore and UCITS investors, including through SMAs for sufficient size. The program operates in a gross exposure

range of 130% - 170%, with an equity beta of approximately 0.15. The program’s annualized alpha to U.S. equities has been

strong since inception. Many of our clients have sought to access this strong alpha while customizing the program to their own

needs – altering leverage levels, dialing up or down beta, or applying ESG-criteria, for example.

Research is FORT’s primary focus where the firm is active in both exploring new, orthogonal signals and evaluating our current set

of signals. Two new signals are in the later stages of what can be a multi-year research process. New ideas require rigorous

testing and evaluation to ensure robustness. FORT emphasizes signals that can be programmed to adapt systematically rather

than transient signals that only work in certain market environments. We have a number of exciting ideas in the testing phase, and

we expect a few to be implemented into client portfolios in the next one to two years.

Regarding our existing signals, this year we implemented several enhancements to the firm’s Mean Reversion strategy. We added

a number of models trading a wider range of speeds and now allow FORT’s proprietary adaptive risk model to allocate risk across

the Mean Reversion set of models. While we do not expect these changes to have a significant impact on the risk or return profile

of the Mean Reversion strategies, we believe these changes will result in a less constrained portfolio going forward. We also spent

a lot of time in 2019 conducting a periodic review of our Global Trend program, decomposing the portfolio, analyzing each aspect

and evaluating alternative optimization techniques. As a result of this exercise, we expect to make small enhancements to the

program in 2020.

In addition to the work on new and existing signals, FORT continuously monitors volumes of global futures markets both for

contracts currently traded by our programs, as well as potential new markets. We only trade markets we believe to have exhibited

sustained liquidity, that trade on reputable exchanges, and are additive to portfolio returns, providing diversification to existing

markets. A number of new markets have hit these criteria and we expect to add these markets to our programs in 2020.

Thank you for your support in 2019. We are excited for the opportunities that lie ahead in 2020.

Sincerely,

Sanjiv Kumar
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Assets

FORT’s assets grew from $5.39 bn to $6.21 bn over the course of 2019, mainly driven by positive performance of the firm’s

programs. Institutional investors continue to represent a majority of FORT’s asset base, with over half of firm AUM from pension

funds and sovereign entities.
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BUSINESS & PERFORMANCE UPDATE

FORT’S TRADING PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT THESE
PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID INCURRING SUBSTANTIAL OR TOTAL LOSSES. PLEASE READ
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS ON THE PAGE IN THIS DOCUMENT TITLED ‘NOTICE
ABOUT HYPOTHETICAL RESULTS.’ PAST AND HYPOTHETICAL RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

*Volatility for Futures Programs shown since October 1993, with the exception of FORT Global Contrarian where volatility is shown since October 2002

Global Diversified, Global Contrarian and Global Futures net returns reflect reinvestment of all income/dividends and are net of all expenses, transaction costs and advisory fees, including a

2% per annum management fee charged monthly and a 20% quarterly profit allocation, unless otherwise indicated. For Global Diversified and Global Futures, from Oct. 1993 to Dec. 1995,

this management fee was between 2% and 4% per annum, and the returns shown reflect the average management fee paid. From Jan. 1996 through May 1996, the returns reflect a pro-

forma management fee of 1% per annum. From June 1996 to March 2002, the returns reflect the actual performance of representative accounts and use the dollar weighted average of

management fees, ranging from 1% downward, and a quarterly profit allocation, ranging from 20% downward. From March 2002 to June 2011, the returns reflect the actual performance of

representative accounts and use the dollar weighted average of management fees, ranging from 2% downward, and a quarterly profit allocation, ranging from 20% downward. From July

2011 to present, the returns reflect a management fee of 2% per annum. From inception to Feb. 2002, the returns do not reflect the deduction of expenses, which would have reduced the

returns shown to the extent of such expenses. For Global Contrarian, from inception to June 2011, returns reflect the actual performance of a representative account and use the dollar

weighted average of management fees, ranging from 2% downward, and a quarterly profit allocation, ranging from 20% downward. Global Trend net returns have been adjusted pro forma

to reflect the current advisory fees and leverage for Global Trend rather than the historically higher levels, as follows: (i) a pro forma deduction of .9% per annum management fee charged

monthly and (ii) a pro forma adjustment to reflect the decrease in leverage from 14% maximum margin-to-equity to 9% maximum margin-to-equity. Expenses have not been deducted

from this track record, which would have reduced the returns shown to the extent of such expenses. Equity Market Neutral net returns reflect reinvestment of all income/dividends and are

net of all expenses, transaction costs, and advisory fees, including a pro forma deduction of a 1% per annum management fee charged monthly, unless otherwise indicated. From inception

to Dec. 2018, the returns are net of a pro forma deduction of 35 basis points per annum in expenses. From Jan. 2019 to present, the returns are net of a 1% per annum management fee

charged monthly. Please see additional important disclosures regarding the track records shown above, including fees and comparisons to indices, at the end of this presentation.

Performance Summary

Futures Programs 

(Reference Programs) 2019 Return

Annualized 5 

Year Return

Annualized 10 

Year Return

Annualized 

Volatility 

(10 Year)

Annualized 

Sharpe  

(10 Year)

Beta to MSCI 

World 

(10 Year)

Annualized 

Return Since 

October 2002

Annualized 

Return Since 

October 1993

Annualized 

Volatility Since 

October 1993*

FORT Global Diversified 14.4% 3.7% 10.6% 11.7% 0.83 -0.05 10.0% 14.0% 17.7%

FORT Global Contrarian 14.8% 2.8% 8.3% 9.0% 0.84 0.08 9.7% - 10.7%

FORT Global Futures 17.9% 2.7% 10.1% 13.1% 0.72 -0.08 9.8% 13.8% 18.0%

FORT Global Trend 9.6% 2.6% 7.0% 9.2% 0.68 -0.14 6.2% 9.6% 12.3%

MSCI World Hedged USD 28.4% 9.4% 10.1% 13.0% 0.72 - 9.7% 7.8% 14.5%

SG CTA Index 6.4% -0.1% 1.7% 7.9% 0.12 0.05 3.3% 5.0% 8.6%

Equity Program (Reference Program) 2019 Return

Annualized 5 

Year Return

Annualized 10 

Year Return

Annualized 

Volatility  

(10 Year)

Annualized 

Sharpe  

(10 Year)

Beta to S&P500 

(10 Year)

Annualized Return 

Since EMN 

Inception (Nov-08)

FORT Equity Market Neutral 8.6% 3.9% 5.3% 5.6% 0.83 0.12 6.7%

HFRX EH: Equity Market Neutral Index -1.9% -0.7% -0.3% 3.5% -0.30 0.07 -1.0%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index 10.7% 1.5% 1.2% 6.1% 0.07 0.41 2.0%

Investor Class Percentage

Endowment/Foundation 4%

Family Office/HNW 10%

Fund of Funds 12%

Institutional Asset Manager 9%

Insurance/Bank 8%

Pension/SWF 57%

Proprietary 2%

Program

2018 Year End 

AUM ($MM)

2019 Year End 

AUM ($MM)

FORT Global Diversified $598 $763

FORT Global Futures $1,837 $2,454

FORT Global Contrarian $2,682 $2,706

FORT Global Trend $252 $228

FORT Equity Market Neutral $17 $58

Firm AUM $5,387 $6,209

Personnel

FORT’s total employee count of 60, which includes 31 investment professionals, has remained consistent since last year. 18

employees are based in New York, and 42 are in Maryland.
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UCITS PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

FORT’S TRADING PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT THESE
PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID INCURRING SUBSTANTIAL OR TOTAL LOSSES. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

*2019 Performance Summary based on the following UCITS Funds: Global UCITS Diversified – Class B (USD), Global UCITS Contrarian – Class B (USD), Global UCITS

Futures – Class S (USD), Global UCITS Trend – Class B (EUR), UCITS Equity Market Neutral – Class S (USD).

**2019 Return shown for UCITS Equity Market Neutral and HFRX Indices based on UCITS inception of July 5, 2019.

FORT Global UCITS Diversified and Contrarian returns above are net of expenses, transaction costs, and fees, including a 1% per annum monthly management fee and a

20% quarterly profit allocation.

FORT Global UCITS Futures returns are net of transaction costs and fees, including a pro forma deduction of a 1% per annum monthly management fee and a 20%

quarterly profit allocation. Returns are not net of expenses, which would have reduced the returns shown to the extent of such expenses.

FORT Global UCITS Trend returns above are net of expenses, transaction costs, and fees, including a 0.9% per annum monthly management fee and a 0% quarterly

profit allocation, unless otherwise indicated.

FORT Global UCITS Equity Market Neutral net returns reflect reinvestment of all income/dividends and are net of all expenses, transaction costs, and fees, including a pro

forma deduction of a 1% per annum management fee charged monthly.

All returns are presented in the class currency referred to above. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Please see additional important

disclosures regarding comparisons to indices at the end of this presentation.

2019 Performance Summary*

Futures Programs 2019 Return

FORT Global UCITS Diversified 17.3%

FORT Global UCITS Contrarian 16.8%

FORT Global UCITS Futures 20.7%

FORT Global UCITS Trend 12.8%

MSCI World Hedged USD 28.4%

SG CTA Index 6.4%

Equity Program 2019 Return**

FORT UCITS Equity Market Neutral 0.5%

HFRX EH: Equity Market Neutral Index -0.2%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index 4.2%
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FORT GLOBAL CONTRARIAN – 2019 YEAR IN REVIEW

FORT Global UCITS Contrarian (USD Class B) returned 16.8% net

of fees in 2019. Gains were driven predominantly by equities,

followed by bonds and interest rates while currencies were

approximately flat.

Equities provided the best opportunity set for Global Contrarian

on both an absolute basis and relative to trend-followers. After

the sharp sell-off witnessed by global equity markets in the

fourth quarter of 2018, Global Contrarian started buying

equities as the program anticipated a potential reversal. As a

result, Global Contrarian profited from the rally in global equity

markets in the first quarter of 2019 while many trend-followers

were whipsawed from trading the asset class. Global Contrarian

remained net long equities for the remainder of 2019, building

on gains. In addition to being well-positioned in equities,

FORT’s adaptive risk model allocated the most risk to the asset

class in 2019, where the best relative opportunities were.

Bonds and interest rates also contributed positively to returns,

driven by long positioning. While Global Contrarian remained

long in both asset classes overall, the program significantly

reduced exposure into market strength at the end of the first

quarter and then again in August, going short in select markets

and regions. This helped mitigate losses in what later proved to

be a difficult end to the third quarter for trend-followers as

yields rose, particularly in September when Global UCITS

Contrarian was down only -0.7% versus the SG Trend Index

-5.3%.

Global Contrarian took comparatively less risk in currencies, as

the program perceived there to be fewer opportunities. In

currencies, the program remained short foreign currencies

versus the U.S. dollar during 2019, although exposures

decreased as signal strength declined as the year ensued. A

short euro position was the largest contributor within the sector

while trading the British pound served as the largest detractor.

Global Contrarian gradually increased overall risk levels in 2019

and ended the year slightly below long-term historical

averages. Equities continue to represent the largest risk by

asset class, with long exposure across regions. In bonds,

Europe represents the largest risk, while in interest rates,

exposure is led by the U.K. Currency exposure was

approximately flat versus the U.S. dollar at year-end as the

program gradually reduced exposures during the second half of

the year.

2019 ATTRIBUTION BY ASSET CLASS 99% 1-DAY VALUE AT RISK

FORT Global UCITS Contrarian returns above are net of expenses, transaction costs, and fees, including a 1% per annum monthly management fee and a 20%

quarterly profit allocation. All returns are presented in the class currency referred to above. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations.

Please see additional important disclosures regarding comparisons to indices at the end of this presentation.

FORT’S TRADING PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT THESE PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE

THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID INCURRING SUBSTANTIAL OR TOTAL LOSSES. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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FORT GLOBAL TREND – 2019 YEAR IN REVIEW

FORT Global UCITS Trend (EUR Class B) returned 12.8% net of

fees in 2019.

Bonds served as the largest contributor to Global Trend. The

program assigned a high relative weight with high conviction to

bonds as yields declined steadily until the fourth quarter. The

program realized gains across regions, led by Europe.

Interest rates also contributed positively to performance, where

the program actively managed exposures. During the first few

months of the year, Global Trend increased its risk allocation to

interest rates by nearly 10%. Risk was elevated during the

second quarter, when the opportunity set for trading interest

rates was robust. The program subsequently reduced risk

allocation and signal strength in the fourth quarter.

Long positioning in equities contributed to returns. While net

equity exposure remained relatively low (average of 27%)

during 2019, Global Trend was not whipsawed in equities (as

were many trend-followers) from price action in Q4 2018 / Q1

2019. FORT’s adaptive approach to risk allocation emphasized

longer-term holding periods in equities as a patient approach

in the asset class has worked well over the last several years.

The result was that, despite the sell-off in global equity markets

in Q4 2018, Global Trend never went short and therefore

benefited from long exposure in a year when equities rallied.

Risk in currencies, an asset class that has been difficult to trade

with a trend-following approach during the last several years,

remained light and overall attribution was slightly positive.

After running at long-term historical risk levels for most of

2019, Global Trend’s risk started to decrease in the third

quarter, driven by a risk reduction in bonds and interest rates.

Net exposure to these asset classes was cut by more than half

year-over-year, with the five asset classes representing roughly

equal risk (as measured by VaR) at year-end. The program

remains long in bonds and interest rates, although is now short

in the U.S. in both asset classes. Net equity exposure ended the

year at ~35%, toward the top of the range in which the asset

class traded in 2019. Global Trend is net short foreign

currencies versus the U.S. dollar.

2019 ATTRIBUTION BY ASSET CLASS

FORT Global UCITS Trend returns above are net of expenses, transaction costs, and fees, including a 0.9% per annum monthly management fee and a 0% quarterly

profit allocation, unless otherwise indicated. All returns are presented in the class currency referred to above. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of

currency fluctuations. Please see additional important disclosures regarding comparisons to indices at the end of this presentation.

FORT’S TRADING PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT THESE PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE

THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID INCURRING SUBSTANTIAL OR TOTAL LOSSES. PLEASE READ IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT HYPOTHETICAL

PERFORMANCE RESULTS ON THE PAGE IN THIS DOCUMENT TITLED ‘NOTICE ABOUT HYPOTHETICAL RESULTS.’ PAST AND HYPOTHETICAL RESULTS

ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

99% 1-DAY VALUE AT RISK
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FORT EQUITY MARKET NEUTRAL – 2019 YEAR IN REVIEW*

FORT UCITS Equity Market Neutral (USD Class S) returned 0.5%

net of fees in 2019, after launching on July 5, 2019.

The EMN Reference Program produced small positive alpha

and outperformed equity market neutral peers as measured by

the HFRX Equity Market Neutral Index. The program benefited

from sector selection while stock selection detracted, although

results varied by sector. All sectors traded contributed

positively to performance.

Industrials drove gains for FORT EMN where both an

overweight and positive stock selection contributed to

performance. The program increased its overweight to

industrials throughout 2019. At the same time, the program’s

large overweight to healthcare, a position that helped drive

alpha in 2018, was reduced and spent most of the year with

only a modest overweight.

An overweight to information technology as well as consumer

staples also contributed, while an underweight to

communication services offset gains. Despite benefiting from

an overweight to information technology and consumer

staples, the program realized negative attribution from stock

selection in these sectors. These losses were partially offset by

positive stock selection in healthcare, materials, and consumer

discretionary.

At the end of the year, the two largest overweights were

industrials and consumer staples, while the two largest

underweights were communication services and energies.

ACTIVE SECTOR ALLOCATION VS S&P 500*

2019 ATTRIBUTION BY SECTOR*

*Given July 2019 inception of FORT UCITS Equity Market Neutral Fund, all commentary (with the exception of the UCITS 2019 return) and charts are derived from the Reference Program. Equity Market

Neutral (Reference Program) net returns reflect reinvestment of all income/dividends and are net of all expenses, transaction costs, and advisory fees, including a pro forma deduction of a 1% per 

annum management fee charged monthly, unless otherwise indicated. From inception to Dec. 2018, the returns are net of a pro forma deduction of 35 basis points per annum in expenses. From Jan. 

2019 to present, the returns are net of a 1% per annum management fee charged monthly. FORT Global UCITS Equity Market Neutral net returns reflect reinvestment of all income/dividends and are net 

of all expenses, transaction costs, and fees, including a pro forma deduction of a 1% per annum management fee charged monthly. 

All returns are presented in the class currency referred to above. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Please see additional important disclosures regarding

comparisons to indices at the end of this presentation. FORT’S TRADING PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT THESE

PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID INCURRING SUBSTANTIAL OR TOTAL LOSSES. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT

NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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FORT GLOBAL DIVERSIFIED – 2019 YEAR IN REVIEW

FORT UCITS Global Diversified (USD Class B) returned 17.3% net

of fees in 2019, with all four sub-strategies in positive territory.

Global Contrarian and Global Trend contributed roughly equally

to gains, but achieved these gains during different times.

Global Contrarian outperformed Global Trend during the first

two months of the year and then again during the last four

months of the year. During January and February, Global

Contrarian benefited from the equity rally, buying into the

market’s Q4 2018 dip. From September through year-end,

Global Contrarian benefited from a higher net equity exposure

and also mitigated losses in fixed income as it reduced

exposures in August before yields increased significantly.

Global Trend outperformed in the middle part of the year, with

performance fueled by long positions in bonds and interest

rates.

In terms of attribution by asset class, equities drove gains for

Global Diversified, led by Global Contrarian, which maintained

larger net exposures. In bonds and interest rates, the majority

of gains came from Global Trend where the sub-strategy

maintained long positions across regions during the rally.

Global Diversified realized flat returns from currencies with

mixed positioning during the year.

Mean Reversion and Equity Market Neutral also contributed,

realizing minimal correlation to the other sub-strategies. Mean

Reversion was a small contributor and provided diversification

to the other sub-strategies’ long equity exposure during market

sell-offs, including May and August. Equity Market Neutral

realized strong gains, led by an overweight to industrials and

information technology.

2019 ATTRIBUTION BY ASSET CLASS 2019 ATTRIBUTION BY SUB-STRATEGY

FORT Global UCITS Diversified returns above are net of expenses, transaction costs, and fees, including a 1% per annum monthly management fee

and a 20% quarterly profit allocation. All returns are presented in the class currency referred to above. Returns may increase or decrease as a result

of currency fluctuations. Please see additional important disclosures regarding comparisons to indices, at the end of this presentation.

FORT’S TRADING PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT THESE

PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID INCURRING SUBSTANTIAL OR TOTAL LOSSES. PAST RESULTS

ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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99% 1-DAY VALUE AT RISK
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FORT GLOBAL FUTURES – 2019 YEAR IN REVIEW

FORT UCITS Global Futures (USD Class S) returned 20.7% net of

fees in 2019, with all three sub-strategies in positive territory.

Global Contrarian and Global Trend contributed roughly equally

to gains, but achieved these gains during different times. Mean

Reversion was a small contributor and acted as a diversifier,

realizing a correlation of zero to the other two sub-strategies.

Global Contrarian outperformed Global Trend during the first

two months of the year and then again during the last four

months of the year. During January and February, Global

Contrarian benefited from the equity rally, buying into the

market’s Q4 2018 dip. From September through year-end,

Global Contrarian benefited from a higher net equity exposure

and also mitigated losses in fixed income as it reduced

exposures in August before yields increased significantly.

Global Trend outperformed in the middle part of the year, with

performance fueled by long positions in bonds and interest

rates.

In terms of asset class attribution, equities drove gains for

Global Futures. Global Contrarian realized higher gains in the

asset class as it maintained larger net exposures. In bonds and

interest rates, the majority of gains came from Global Trend

where the sub-strategy maintained long positions across

regions during the rally. Global Futures realized flat returns

from currencies with mixed positioning during the year.

Mean Reversion, which only trades equity indices, oscillated

between net long and short exposures but provided

diversification to the other sub-strategies’ long equity exposure

during market sell-offs, including May and August.

2019 ATTRIBUTION BY ASSET CLASS 2019 ATTRIBUTION BY SUB-STRATEGY

FORT Global UCITS Futures returns are net of transaction costs, and fees, including a pro forma deduction of a 1% per annum monthly management

fee and a 20% quarterly profit allocation. Returns are not net of expenses, which would have reduced the returns shown to the extent of such

expenses. All returns are presented in the class currency referred to above. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations.

Please see additional important disclosures regarding comparisons to indices, at the end of this presentation.

FORT’S TRADING PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT THESE PROGRAMS WILL

ACHIEVE THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID INCURRING SUBSTANTIAL OR TOTAL LOSSES. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY

INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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Notice About Hypothetical Results

HYPOTHETICALPERFORMANCERESULTSHAVEMANYINHERENTLIMITATIONS,SOMEOFWHICHAREDESCRIBEDBELOW.NOREPRESENTATIONISBEINGMADETHATANYACCOUNT

WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE

RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTSSUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR TRADINGPROGRAM. ONEOF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS

THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL

TRADINGRECORDCANCOMPLETELYACCOUNTFORTHEIMPACTOFFINANCIALRISKINACTUALTRADING.FOREXAMPLE,THEABILITYTOWITHSTANDLOSSESORTOADHERETOA

PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS

OTHERFACTORSRELATED TO THEMARKETS INGENERALORTO THE IMPLEMENTATIONOF ANYSPECIFICTRADINGPROGRAMWHICHCANNOTBEFULLYACCOUNTEDFORINTHE

PREPARATIONOFHYPOTHETICALPERFORMANCERESULTSANDALLOFWHICHCANADVERSELYAFFECTACTUALTRADINGRESULTS.

Disclosure and Notes

PURSUANTTOANEXEMPTIONFROMTHECOMMODITYFUTURESTRADINGCOMMISSIONINCONNECTIONWITHACCOUNTSOFQUALIFIEDELIGIBLEPERSONS,THISBROCHUREOR

ACCOUNTDOCUMENTISNOTREQUIREDTOBE,ANDHASNOTBEEN,FILEDWITHTHECOMMISSION.THECOMMODITYFUTURESTRADINGCOMMISSIONDOESNOTPASSUPONTHE

MERITSOFPARTICIPATINGINATRADINGPROGRAMORUPONTHEADEQUACYORACCURACYOFCOMMODITYTRADINGADVISORDISCLOSURE.CONSEQUENTLY,THECOMMODITY

FUTURESTRADINGCOMMISSIONHASNOTREVIEWEDORAPPROVEDTHISTRADINGPROGRAMORTHISBROCHUREORACCOUNTDOCUMENT.

FORT Global UCITS Contrarian Fund, FORT Global UCITS Trend Fund, FORT Global UCITS Futures Fund, FORT Global UCITS Equity Market Neutral Fund and FORT Global UCITS Diversified Fund (the “Funds”) are
sub-funds of FORT Global UCITS Funds plc (the “Company”) authorised in Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland as an undertaking for collective investment in transferable securities pursuant to the European
Communities (an undertaking for collective investment in transferable securities) regulations 2011 (SI No 352 of 2011), as amended. This document is confidential and no information herein may be redistributed or
reproduced in any form, in whole or in part. It is for information purposes only and it should not be regarded as an offer to sell or as a solicitation of an offer to buy any investments, including without limitation shares in
any fund or interests in any account advised by FORT. Shares in the Funds are offered only on the basis of the information contained in the prospectus, key investor information documents (“KIIDs”) and the latest
audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company. Copies of the prospectus, memorandum and articles of association, KIIDs and the latest audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company may be
obtained from the registered office of the Company during usual business hours on a business day or electronically at www.carnegroup.com/fort. The State of the origin of the Fund is Ireland. The current document is
intended for information purposes only and shall not to be used as an offer to buy and/or sell shares. The past performance is no indication of current or future performance. The Funds may not be eligible for sale in
some countries and may not be suitable for all types of investors. This document is not directed at persons, entities located or established in a jurisdiction where the Funds are not authorised to be marketed. The
information contained in this document does not constitute a solicitation in any jurisdiction in which solicitation is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such a solicitation. Shares in the Funds
may not be offered or sold directly or indirectly into the United States or to U.S. Persons. Investors must read the supplement for a Fund and the prospectus for the Company or the applicable disclosure documents for a
trading program for full details of the investment risks before making a decision to invest. Past performance may not be a reliable guide to future performance and performance data do not take account of any
commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of Shares. There is no guarantee that the investment objectives of a Fund or a trading program will be achieved. FORT's trading programs and the Funds
are subject to a high degree of risk and are not suitable for certain investors. The performance of FORT’s trading programs and the Funds may be volatile. The value of investments and any income generated may go
down as well as up and is not guaranteed. An investor may not get back the amount originally invested. Risk management and diversification processes seek to mitigate, but cannot eliminate risk, nor do they imply low
risk. Investors must meet relevant qualifications and must also be financially sophisticated and capable of evaluating the risks, costs and restrictions associated with an investment in a Fund or trading program.
Opportunities for withdrawal and transferability may be restricted so investors may not have access to capital when needed. Forward looking statements, which can be identified by terminology such as “may”, “will”,
“should”, “expect”, “attempt”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “intend”, “seek”, “believe” or other variations of these are projections or estimates based on assumptions which may not occur, while other conditions not taken into
account may occur. Actual events or results in the actual performance may differ materially from those contemplated in such forward looking statements. Any comparative index shown is provided solely for
informational purposes as an indication of the performance of various capital markets or alternative investment strategies in general. Comparative indices are not benchmarks, nor should one conclude that FORT’s
trading programs or a Fund’s investment strategy will or will not be correlated with an index. FORT’s trading programs and the Funds may invest in financial instruments and strategies not included or represented in the
index, and the performance and tax consequences of an investment in the instruments represented by an index and an investment with a trading program or a Fund may be, and in many cases are likely to be,
materially different. Comparisons of alternative investment strategies to indices are subject to material inherent limitations. In particular, the universe from which the components of a hedge fund or commodity pool
based index are selected includes a significant element of “survivor bias” into the reported levels of an index, as generally only successful funds will continue to report for the required period. Accordingly, indexation of
alternative investment strategies tends to overstate the beneficial aspects of these strategies while obscuring certain risks, including the “risk of ruin.” No information provided in this communication constitutes
investment, tax, legal or any other advice and it should not be relied upon as a basis for investment decisions. Potential investors are advised to consult with their tax, legal and financial advisors. The information in this
document is believed to be correct, but its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by any person as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information and no responsibility or liability is accepted for the accuracy or sufficiency of any of the information, for any errors, omissions or misstatements, negligent or otherwise. Final terms and conditions may
change without notice and are subject to further discussion and negotiations. The information herein is subject to updating and further verification and may be amended at any time. FORT is under no obligation to
provide you with an updated version. This document has not been prepared specifically for investors in any particular country and may contain information, including financial information, which is not prepared in
accordance with the law or practices of the particular country. Unless otherwise indicated, all references to dollar amounts are U.S. dollars and all metrics are calculated in U.S. dollars and may increase or decrease as a
result of currency fluctuations.

FORT Strategy Descriptions

Global Diversified (the reference program for FORT Global UCITS Diversified Fund) is a systematic multi-strategy trading program. It invests in U.S. cash equities and trades a spectrum of futures contracts in 
the global markets that includes: interest rates, bonds, currencies, equity indices, energy and metals. Global Diversified is a proprietary blend of four strategies with dates of implementation as follows: (i) 
trend-following (inception - Oct. 1993); (ii) trend-anticipating (Global Contrarian, Oct. 2002); (iii) mean reversion (Dec. 2009); and (iv) Equity Market Neutral (Aug. 2014). The addition of each of these 
components is designed to reduce the volatility of returns. Global Diversified is also designed to have a low correlation with broad equity indices. Global Diversified dynamically and systematically shifts risk 
allocations among asset classes and underlying parameter choices. As employed by the FORT Global UCITS Diversified Fund, Global Diversified has been modified to comply with UCITS restrictions (e.g., by 
removing exposure to commodities and, as necessary, replicating exposure to bonds with interest rates to remain within issuer concentration limits).

Global Contrarian (the reference program for FORT Global UCITS Contrarian Fund) is a systematic, trend-anticipating trading program that seeks to capitalize on medium to long-term trends. It trades a 
spectrum of futures contracts in the global markets that includes: interest rates, bonds, currencies, equity indices, energy, and metals. Its typical holding period is between 2 and 8 weeks.  Unlike trend-
following programs that attempt to identify existing trends, Global Contrarian attempts to anticipate trends by identifying price behaviors that signal possible turning points. Global Contrarian is not a 
counter-trend program; it is designed to purchase as prices decline toward support levels and sell as prices rise toward resistance levels. Global Contrarian dynamically and systematically shifts risk allocations 
among asset classes and underlying parameter choices. As employed by the FORT Global UCITS Contrarian, Global Contrarian has been modified to comply with UCITS restrictions (e.g., by removing exposure 
to commodities and, as necessary, replicating exposure to bonds with interest rates to remain within issuer concentration limits).

Equity Market Neutral (the reference program for FORT Global UCITS Equity Market Neutral Fund) is a systematic trading program that analyzes fundamental balance sheet and income statement data  and 
seeks to identify undervalued equities. It constructs a long portfolio of these stocks and beta hedges the portfolio by selling futures contracts on broad based equity indices. In general, a new tranche of 
equities is purchased every week and held for one year, at which time the tranche is sold and replaced with a new tranche. The program strives for tax efficiency by seeking to capture long-term capital gains 
and short-term capital losses. Any tax benefits will ultimately depend upon the investor's particular situation.

Global Futures (the reference program for FORT Global UCITS Futures Fund) is a systematic multi-strategy trading program. It trades a spectrum of futures contracts in the global markets that includes: 
interest rates, bonds, currencies, equity indices, energy and metals. Global Futures is a proprietary blend of three strategies with dates of implementation as follows: (i) trend-following (inception - Oct. 1993); 
(ii) trend-anticipating (Global Contrarian, Oct. 2002); and (iii) mean reversion (Dec. 2009). The addition of each of these components is designed to reduce the volatility of returns. Global Futures is also 
designed to have a low correlation with broad equity indices. Global Futures dynamically and systematically shifts risk allocations among asset classes and underlying parameter choices. As employed by the 
FORT Global UCITS Futures Fund, Global Futures has been modified to comply with UCITS restrictions (e.g., by removing exposure to commodities and, as necessary, replicating exposure to bonds with 
interest rates to remain within issuer concentration limits).

Global Trend (the reference program for FORT Global UCITS Trend Fund) is a systematic trend-following trading program designed to capture medium to long-term trends in global futures markets. The 
program is comprised of several sub-strategies, each designed to capture trends in different market environments. The program trades a spectrum of futures contracts globally including: interest rates, bonds, 
currencies, equity indices, energy and metals. Global Trend dynamically and systematically shifts risk allocations among asset classes and underlying parameter choices. FORT has continuously run the Global 
Trend program since inception in October 1993, operating either as a stand-alone trading program or as a component of proprietary blends of FORT’s trading programs, or both. As employed by the FORT 
Global UCITS Trend Fund, Global Trend has been modified to comply with UCITS restrictions (e.g., by removing exposure to commodities and, as necessary, replicating exposure to bonds with interest rates to 
remain within issuer concentration limits).

http://www.carnegroup.com/fort
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Performance Results

All returns shown are actual net returns unless otherwise indicated.  Gross returns do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees. Gross returns reflect reinvestment of all income and are net only 

of transaction costs. Returns will be reduced by investment advisory fees and other expenses that may be incurred during account management. The adviser’s advisory fees are described in its 

Form ADV, Part 2A. Unless otherwise noted, any attribution data shown reflects reinvestment of all income and transaction costs, but does not reflect the deduction of any expenses or advisory 

fees. Unless otherwise indicated, all returns in this presentation are Reference Program returns and all commentary regarding FORT and its investment programs are in regard to the 

Reference Programs.

Unless otherwise indicated, Global Contrarian net returns reflect reinvestment of all income and are net of all expenses, transaction costs and fees, including a 2% per annum management fee 

charged monthly and a 20% quarterly profit allocation, unless otherwise indicated. From inception to June 2011, returns reflect the actual performance of a representative account and use the 

dollar weighted average of management fees, ranging from 2% downward, and a quarterly profit allocation, ranging from 20% downward.  The returns are of a representative account selected 

because it has been fully funded since inception. There can be no assurance that the Global Contrarian program will achieve its objective or avoid incurring substantial or total losses.

Unless otherwise indicated, Global Diversified net returns reflect reinvestment of all income/dividends and are net of all expenses, transaction costs and advisory fees including a monthly 

management fee and a 20% quarterly profit allocation, unless otherwise indicated. From Oct. 1993 to Dec. 1995, this management fee was between 2% and 4% per annum, and the returns shown 

reflect the average management fee paid. From Jan. 1996 through May 1996, the returns reflect a pro-forma management fee of 1% per annum. From June 1996 to March 2002, the returns reflect 

the actual performance of representative accounts and use the dollar weighted average of management fees, ranging from 1% downward, and a quarterly profit allocation, ranging from 20% 

downward. From March 2002 to June 2011, the returns reflect the actual performance of representative accounts and use the dollar weighted average of management fees, ranging from 2% 

downward, and a quarterly profit allocation, ranging from 20% downward. From July 2011 to present, the returns reflect a management fee of 2% per annum. From inception to Feb. 2002, the 

returns do not reflect the deduction of expenses, which would have reduced the returns shown to the extent of such expenses. The returns reflect the performance of representative accounts 

selected because they were fully funded in each period since inception. Prior to Mar. 2002, the selected accounts were not subject to annual audit; however, the returns from Jan. 1996 to Feb. 

2002 were subject to an independent performance examination by our auditor. From Oct. 1993 to Dec. 1995, the program traded cash treasuries, thereafter the program traded an increasing 

spectrum of futures on global markets. U.S. cash equities were added to the program in Aug. 2014. In Oct. 2002, maximum margin-to-equity increased from 14.0% to 17.5%; with the addition of 

mean reversion in Dec. 2009, the maximum margin-to-equity was raised to 18.0% and with the addition of equity market neutral in Aug. 2014, the maximum margin-to-equity of the futures 

strategies was lowered to 12.0%. This does not include the margin necessary to maintain the futures hedge for equity market neutral, which is expected to range between 1 - 3% of Global 

Diversified’s equity, but may reach higher levels. There can be no assurance that the Global Diversified Program will achieve its objective or avoid incurring substantial or total losses.

All Equity Market Neutral returns set forth above reflect reinvestment of all income/dividends and are net of all expenses, transaction costs, and advisory fees, including a pro forma deduction of 

a 1% per annum management fee charged monthly, unless otherwise indicated. From inception to July 2012, the pro forma returns are for a single proprietary account, which traded 

approximately $2.4 million in assets. From July 2012 to July 2014, the pro forma composite returns represent an asset-weighted average of this proprietary account and a second proprietary 

account with approximately $7.1 million in assets. From Aug. 2014 to Sept. 2015, the pro forma composite returns are an asset-weighted average of the two proprietary accounts and the 

extracted portion of FORT's Global Diversified trading program allocated to the Equity Market Neutral strategy (collectively, approximately $154.9 million in assets). The extracted returns include 

a pro-rata allocation of the cash returns and their leverage is pro-forma adjusted to a higher level (approximately 1.5x) to match the leverage in the proprietary managed accounts. From Sept. 

2015 to present, the pro forma returns are of a representative account containing solely proprietary investors, selected because it has been fully funded during this time period. From inception to 

Dec. 2018, the returns are net of a pro forma deduction of 35 basis points per annum in expenses. From Jan. 2019 to present, the returns are net of a 1% per annum management fee charged 

monthly. Proprietary trading results often differ materially from those obtained when trading client capital. In addition, the proprietary accounts traded a version of Equity Market Neutral that has 

been modified as implemented currently and as implemented in Global Diversified to exclude Canadian stocks and any companies with less than $1 billion in market capitalization. There can be 

no assurance that the performance of an account managed pursuant to Equity Market Neutral will be comparable in the future to the past performance of Equity Market Neutral. 

There can be no assurance that Equity Market Neutral will achieve its objective or avoid incurring substantial or total losses. The pro-forma adjustment to reflect current leverage could be 

deemed to be hypothetical in that it differs from the actual performance by using the current stated leverage, which was in part developed as a result of subsequent market experience and 

current participation expectations. Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations. Please read important information about hypothetical performance results at the end of this 

presentation in the section titled ‘Notice About Hypothetical Results’.

The past performance of FORT Global Futures presented above is comprised of the actual performance of all of FORT’s futures strategies included in FORT Global Diversified (as of the date each 

strategy was included as set forth above) from inception through July 2014 and the extracted actual performance of FORT’s futures strategies included in FORT Global Diversified from Sept. 2014 

through Aug. 2016. During the period from Aug. 2014 through Aug. 2016, the results of the futures strategies were extracted from the actual performance of FORT Global Diversified because in 

Aug. 2014, an equity trading strategy was added to FORT Global Diversified. These extracted returns were then adjusted pro forma to reflect the current leverage for Global Futures of 18% 

maximum margin-to-equity rather than the extracted returns which reflected a 12% maximum margin-to-equity. From and after Sept. 2016, the past performance of FORT Global Futures is the 

actual performance of a representative account selected because it is fully funded. Returns reflect reinvestment of all income and are net of all expenses, transaction costs, and advisory  fees 

including  a monthly  management fee and a 20% quarterly  profit allocation, unless otherwise indicated.  From Oct. 1993 to Dec. 1995, this management fee was between 2% and 4% per annum, 

and the returns shown reflect the average management fee paid. From Jan. 1996 through May 1996, the returns reflect a pro-forma management fee of 1% per annum. From June 1996 to March 

2002, the returns reflect the actual performance of representative accounts and use the dollar weighted average of management fees, ranging from 1% downward, and a quarterly profit 

allocation, ranging from 20% downward. From March 2002 to June 2011, the returns reflect the actual performance of representative accounts and use the dollar weighted average of 

management fees, ranging from 2% downward, and a quarterly profit allocation, ranging from 20% downward. From July 2011 to present, the returns reflect a management fee of 2% per annum. 

From inception to Feb. 2002, the returns do not reflect the deduction of expenses, which would have reduced the returns shown to the extent of such expenses. Prior to Mar. 2002, the selected 

accounts were not subject to annual audit; however, the returns from Jan. 1996 to Feb. 2002 were subject to an independent performance examination by our auditor. From Oct. 1993 to Dec. 

1995, the program traded cash treasuries, thereafter the program traded an increasing spectrum of futures on global markets. In Oct. 2002, maximum margin-to-equity increased from 14.0% to 

17.5%; with the addition of mean reversion in Dec. 2009, the maximum margin-to-equity was raised to 18.0%. There can be no assurance that the Global Futures Program will achieve its 

objective or avoid incurring substantial or total losses. The pro-forma adjustment to the intended margin-to-equity ratio make such performance results hypothetical performance in that the 

actual performance of the vehicle from which it was drawn was traded at a different margin-to-equity ratio during the relevant period. Hypothetical performance results have many inherent 

limitations. Please read important information about hypothetical performance results at the end of this presentation in the section titled ‘Notice About Hypothetical Results’.

FORT has continuously run the Global Trend program since inception, operating as a stand-alone trading program from inception through 2009. Since 2002, Global Trend has also been a 

component of a proprietary blend of FORT’s trading programs. Returns reflect reinvestment of all income and are net of all transaction costs, unless otherwise indicated. Additionally, all returns 

have been adjusted pro forma to reflect the current advisory fees and leverage for Global Trend rather than the historically higher levels, as follows: (i) a pro forma deduction of a .9% per annum 

management fee charged monthly, and (ii) a pro forma adjustment to reflect the decrease in leverage from 14% maximum margin-to-equity to 9% maximum margin-to-equity. Expenses have 

not been deducted from this track record, which would have reduced the returns shown to the extent of such expenses. The returns reflect the performance of representative accounts, subject to 

the pro forma adjustments, selected because they were fully funded in each period since inception. Beginning in Oct. 2009, the returns are extracted from a fully funded account for which a 

portion was traded pursuant to the Global Trend program and are obtained by extracting the trades attributable to Global Trend and calculating the returns generated by those trades. The 

extracted returns do not reflect all of the gains or losses resulting from the conversion of foreign currency balances at brokers to US Dollar. Since Mar. 2002, the selected accounts have been 

subject to annual audit and from Jan. 1996 to Feb. 2002, the returns were subject to an independent performance examination by our auditor.  From Oct. 1993 to Dec. 1995, the program traded 

cash treasuries; thereafter the program traded a spectrum of futures contracts in the global markets that includes interest rates, bonds, currencies, equity indices, energy and metals. There can 

be no assurance that the Global Trend program will achieve its objective or avoid incurring substantial or total losses. The pro-forma adjustment to the intended margin-to-equity ratio 

make such performance results hypothetical performance in that the actual performance of the vehicle from which it was drawn was traded at a different margin-to-equity ratio during the 

relevant period. Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations. Please read important information about hypothetical performance results at the end of this presentation in the 

section titled ‘Notice About Hypothetical Results’.

PAST AND HYPOTHETICAL RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS

IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLOSURES (REFERENCE PROGRAMS)
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Notice to Investors in Australia

These materials do not constitute an offer to sell shares in any funds managed by FORT. Neither FORT nor the Company holds an Australian financial services licence which authorises them to provide

advice in relation to the interests in the Funds. No cooling-off regime applies to an acquisition of the interests in the Funds. This document is intended only for "wholesale clients" and this document must

not be relied or acted upon by "retail clients" (as those terms are defined in the Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)). This document has not been prepared specifically for Australian investors. It may

contain references to dollar amounts which are not Australian dollars. It may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with Australian law or practices.

Notice to Investors in Austria

The prospectus, German KIIDs, memorandum and articles of association, and latest audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company are available and may be obtained free of charge in paper

form at the office of the Austrian Information Agent (Erste Bank der oesterreichischen Sparkassen AG, Graben 21, 1010 Vienna, Austria), or electronically at www.carnegroup.com/fort.

The Company engaged Fiducia Capital GmbH & Co KG (“Fiducia”) as a third party distributer to market the Funds in Austria. Fiducia is authorized and regulated by BaFin. Fiducia can be contacted at

Michael.statz@fiduciacapital.de. The address of Fiducia is Kirchplatz 1, 82049 Pullach, Germany.

Notice to Investors in Belgium

The prospectus, French KIIDs, memorandum and articles of association, and latest audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company are available and may be obtained free of charge in paper

form at the office of the Belgian Information Agent (RBC Investor Services Belgium SA, 11, Place Rogier (RT 10/43), 1210 Brussels), or electronically at www.carnegroup.com/fort. The Company engaged

Fiducia Capital GmbH & Co KG (“Fiducia”) as a third party distributer to market the Funds in Belgium. Fiducia is authorized and regulated by BaFin. Fiducia can be contacted at

Michael.statz@fiduciacapital.de. The address of Fiducia is Kirchplatz 1, 82049 Pullach, Germany.

Notice to Investors in Brunei

This document (offering document, marketing presentation) relates to a private collective investment scheme under the Securities Markets Order, 2013 (the “Order”) and the regulations thereunder. This

document is intended for distribution only to specific classes of investors as specified in the Order and must not, therefore, be delivered to, or relied on by, a retail client. This document (offering

document, marketing presentation) relates to a foreign collective investment scheme which is not subject to any form of domestic regulation by the Authority. The Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam (the

“Authority”) is not responsible for reviewing or verifying any offering document or other documents in connection with this collective investment scheme. The Authority has not approved this offering

document/marketing presentation or any other associated documents nor taken any steps to verify the information set out in this offering document/marketing presentation and has no responsibility for

it. The units to which this offering document/marketing presentation relates may be illiquid or subject to restrictions on their resale. Prospective purchasers of the units offered should conduct their own

due diligence on the units. If you do not understand the contents of this document you should consult a licensed financial adviser.

Notice to Investors in Canada

This presentation does not constitute an offering memorandum of any issuer under applicable Canadian securities laws and no securities commission or similar authority in Canada has reviewed or in any

way passed upon the merits of this presentation and the advisory services provided by FORT, and any representation to the contrary is an offense. In the event that this presentation is considered an

offering memorandum under applicable Canadian securities laws, the following statutory rights of action for damages or rescission apply. The following rights of action are in addition to and without

derogation from any other right or remedy that the purchaser may have at law.

Ontario - Securities legislation in certain provinces or territories of Canada may provide a purchaser with remedies for rescission or damages if the offering memorandum (including any amendment

thereto) contains a misrepresentation, provided that the remedies for rescission or damages are exercised by the purchaser within the time limit prescribed by the securities legislation of the purchaser's

province or territory. The purchaser should refer to any applicable provisions of the securities legislation of the purchaser's province or territory for particulars of these rights or consult with a legal advisor.

British Columbia, Alberta and Québec - Notwithstanding that the Securities Act (British Columbia), the Securities Act (Alberta) and the Securities Act (Québec) do not provide, or require the issuer to

provide to purchasers resident in the Province of Alberta purchasing under the exemption contained in section 2.3 (the “accredited investor exemption”) of NI 45-106 and to purchasers resident in British

Columbia and Québec any rights of action in circumstances where this information memorandum or an amendment hereto contains a misrepresentation, the issuer hereby grants to such purchasers

contractual rights of action that are equivalent to the statutory rights of action of purchasers resident in Ontario.

Notice to Investors in France

The information in this document is directed solely at persons who would be constituted as professional investors i.e. investors which are considered to be professional clients or may, on request, be

treated as a professional client within the meaning of Annex II to Directive 2004/39/EC (Professional Investors). By accepting this document, you confirm that you are a Professional Investor in France and

that you are aware of the laws in this jurisdiction relating to the provision and sale of the Fund and related financial services products and you warrant and represent that you will not pass on or utilise the

information contained in this document in a manner that could constitute a breach of such laws by Lozé & Associés, the Funds or the Company, FORT or its affiliates, or any other person. This document is

not intended to be made available to any Professional Investor in any jurisdiction where: (i) no offer or solicitation is authorised; (ii) Lozé & Associés or the Company is not authorised to offer or distribute

the shares or units of the Funds; (iii) it is illegal to offer shares or units of the Funds. This document has not been submitted to the Autorité des marchés financiers for prior review or approval. The

information in this document is exclusively drafted in English language. By accepting this document you confirm that you read and understand the English language.

The prospectus, French KIIDs, memorandum and articles of association, and latest audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company are available and may be obtained free of charge in paper

form at the office of the French Information Agent (Société Générale, 29, Boulevard Haussmann, 75009 Paris, France), or electronically at www.carnegroup.com/fort.

Notice to Investors in Germany

The prospectus, German KIIDs, the investment conditions of the Fund as well as the annual and semi-annual reports relating to the Company – each in paper form – are available and may be obtained free

of charge at the office of the German Information Agent (Marcard, Stein & Co AG Ballindamm 36, 20095 Hamburg, Germany), or electronically at www.carnegroup.com/fort.

The Company engaged Fiducia Capital GmbH & Co KG (“Fiducia”) as a third party distributer to market the Funds in Germany. Fiducia is authorized and regulated by BaFin. Fiducia can be contacted at

Michael.statz@fiduciacapital.de. The address of Fiducia is Kirchplatz 1, 82049 Pullach, Germany.

Notice to Investors in Hong Kong

WARNING - The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise caution. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of

this document, you should obtain independent professional advice. These materials do not constitute an offer to sell shares in any funds managed by FORT. Hong Kong residents should be aware that

any funds managed by FORT have not been authorised by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong (“SFC”) and the contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory

authority in Hong Kong. Accordingly, shares in any fund managed by FORT may not be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of this document or any other document other than to professional

investors or in other circumstances which do not constitute an offer to the public for the purposes of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance.

Notice to Investors in Italy

The Company is a recognized collective investment scheme within the meaning of Section 42 of Legislative Decree no. 58 of 24 February 1998, as amended and integrated, (the "Consolidated Financial

Act") and Shares in the Company may be promoted to the Italian public. This document constitutes a promotion activity within the meaning of Title II, Chapter III, Paragraph 3 of the Bank of Italy's (Banca

d'Italia) Regulation of 19 January 2015 on collective investment schemes and is subject to the rules of the Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa (Consob). Any information which may be given in

this document relates to the Company and does not relate to any other products and services of FORT. The Company does not carry on investment business in the Republic of Italy, so as to require the

conduct of its business to be regulated under the Consolidated Financial Act. Shareholders will therefore not benefit from the protections provided by the Italian regulatory system as though the Company

were an Italian licensed entity under the Italian Financial Act. This communication is made only to Italy based persons who are "professional investors" within the meaning of Section 1, paragraph 1, letter

p), of Ministerial Decree no. 30 of 5 March 2015 (all such persons being "exempt persons"). Persons other than exempt persons should not rely or act upon the information in this document. This

document must not be communicated by an exempt person to any other person. If you have received this document and you are not an exempt person, you must return it immediately. FORT only acts

for the funds and its affiliates to whom it provides regulated investment advisory and transaction arrangement services. FORT does not act for potential investors in connection with their investment in

Company and will not be responsible to potential investors for providing them with protections afforded to clients of FORT or be advising them on their investment. No representative of FORT has

authority to represent otherwise.

The Company engaged Fiducia Capital GmbH & Co KG (“Fiducia”) as a third party distributer to market the Funds in Italy. Fiducia is authorized and regulated by BaFin. Fiducia can be contacted at

Michael.statz@fiduciacapital.de. The address of Fiducia is Kirchplatz 1, 82049 Pullach, Germany.
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Notice to Investors in Japan

Shares in any funds managed by FORT have not been and will not be registered under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan (“FIEL”). FORT has not been registered as a financial

instruments business operator under the FIEL. This presentation is not intended to be a promotion of shares in any of funds in Japan and is being provided for informational and informative purposes

only. The investment strategies presented in this introductory presentation are shown to demonstrate FORT’s investment capability and will not be offered in Japan by way of public offering or private

placement in Japan. Shares in any funds will not be sold to residents of Japan except pursuant to an exemption available under Japanese law and in compliance with all regulations in Japan.

Notice to Investors in Korea

These materials do not constitute an offer to sell shares in any funds managed by FORT.  Such shares may not be offered, sold and delivered directly or indirectly, or offered or sold to any person for re-

offering or resale, directly or indirectly, in Korea or to any resident of Korea except pursuant to the applicable laws and regulations of Korea, including the Financial Investment Services and Capital 

Markets Act and the Foreign Exchange Transaction Law of Korea and their subordinate decrees and regulations.

Notice to Investors in Luxembourg

The prospectus, English KIIDs, memorandum and articles of association, and latest audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company are available and may be obtained free of charge in paper

form at the office of the Luxembourg Information Agent (CACEIS Bank Luxembourg, 5, Allée Scheffer, L-2520 Luxembourg), or electronically at www.carnegroup.com/fort.

The Company engaged Fiducia Capital GmbH & Co KG (“Fiducia”) as a third party distributer to market the Funds in Luxembourg. Fiducia is authorized and regulated by BaFin. Fiducia can be contacted at

Michael.statz@fiduciacapital.de. The address of Fiducia is Kirchplatz 1, 82049 Pullach, Germany.

Notice to Investors in Netherlands

Shares in the Funds may only be offered, sold, transferred or delivered at any time by anyone in the Netherlands, as part of their initial distribution or anytime thereafter, directly or indirectly to qualified 

investors (gekwalificeerde beleggers) as such term is defined in Section 1:1 of the Act on Financial Supervision (Wet op het financieel toezicht. The prospectus, Dutch KIIDs, memorandum and articles of 

association, and latest audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company are available and may be obtained electronically free of charge at www.carnegroup.com/fort 

The Company engaged Fiducia Capital GmbH & Co KG (“Fiducia”) as a third party distributer to market the Funds in Netherlands. Fiducia is authorized and regulated by BaFin. Fiducia can be contacted at 

Michael.statz@fiduciacapital.de. The address of Fiducia is Kirchplatz 1, 82049 Pullach, Germany.

Notice to Investors in Singapore

This document has not been registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Accordingly, this document and any other document or material in connection with the offer or sale, or

invitation for subscription or purchase, of shares in the Funds may not be circulated or distributed, nor may shares in the Funds be offered or sold, or be made the subject of an invitation for subscription

or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional investor under Section 304 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (the “SFA”) or (ii)

otherwise pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA.

Notice to Investors in Spain

The Prospectus of the Company, the Key Investor Information Documents (“KIIDS”) of the relevant sub-funds of the Company, the latest annual report, the semi-annual report and the rest of the

documentation of the Company may be obtained, in English or in the relevant local languages when so required by law, in the offices of the Spanish distributors a list of which is displayed at

www.cnmv.es, or at www.carnegroup.com/fort. Shares in the Funds are offered only on the basis of the information contained in the prospectus, KIIDS and the latest audited annual and semi-annual

accounts of the Company. Neither the Company nor any of the sub-funds of the Company are intended to be publicly offered to retail investors in Spain. Therefore, this document is solely and

exclusively intended for final professional investors, acting for their own account and on their own behalf, possessing the relevant and adequate experience, knowledge and expertise to understand,

appreciate and evaluate the risks associated with investing in shares of the Company or any relevant sub-fund of the Company and able to accept the risks that they may assume by investing in the

Company or any relevant sub-fund. Investors need to assess whether they have the capacity to assume the risks involved in investing in the Company, taking into account their own financial and business

position, as well as whether the investments comply with their own internal policies (when applicable) and objectives. Investors represent that they will make their own investment decisions, based on

their legal, accounting, tax, investment and financial own judgement (or based on the advice of any advisors they have considered appropriate). Accordingly, the investment decision shall be taken by the

investors acting as final investors. Investors shall not invest in the name and on behalf of their clients, unless such clients are also professional inventors acting in their own name, on their own behalf and

for their own account. It will be the sole responsibility of the investors to ensure that the final investors in the Company or the relevant sub-fund of the Company are exclusively professional investors.

Notice to Investors in Sweden

This document is solely intended for distribution to, or use by, “Professional Investors” – as this term is defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (2004/39/EC) and the Swedish Securities

Market Act (Sw. Lag (2007:528) om värdepappersmarknaden) – such as pension funds, mutual funds, investment managers, insurance companies, investment banks and hedge funds. Accordingly, this

document is intended for those with an in-depth understanding of the high risk nature of investment funds which investments may not be suitable for a retail client. If you are a general retail client then

this document is not intended for you. Shares in the Funds are only marketed to Professional Investors. The prospectus, Swedish KIIDs, memorandum and articles of association, and audited annual and

semi-annual accounts of the Company are available and may be obtained free of charge in paper form at the office of the Swedish Information Agent (SEB Merchant Banking, Kungsträdgårdsgatan 8 ,SE-

106 40 Stockholm, Sweden), or electronically at www.carnegroup.com/fort. The information provided by FORT USA regarding FORT UCITS Funds is pre-marketing material and should not be seen as

investment advice.

The Company engaged Fiducia Capital GmbH & Co KG (“Fiducia”) as a third party distributer to market the Funds in Sweden. Fiducia is authorized and regulated by BaFin. Fiducia can be contacted at

Michael.statz@fiduciacapital.de. The address of Fiducia is Kirchplatz 1, 82049 Pullach, Germany.

Notice to Investors in Switzerland

Shares in the Funds are offered only on the basis of the information contained in the prospectus, key investor information documents (“KIIDs”) and the latest audited annual and semi-annual accounts of 

the Company. Copies of the prospectus, memorandum and articles of association, KIIDs and the latest audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company may be obtained from the registered 

office of the Company during usual business hours on a business day. The State of the origin of the Fund is Ireland. The Representative in Switzerland is ACOLIN Fund Services AG, Leutschenbachstrasse

50, CH-8050 Zürich, whilst the Paying Agent is Helvetische Bank AG, Seedfeldstrasse 215, CH-8008 Zurich. The basic documents of the Fund such as the prospectus, the key investor information 

document (KIID), the articles of association, as well as the annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained free of charge at the registered office of the Swiss Representative, and/or electronically at 

www.carnegroup.com/fort. The current document is intended for information purposes only and shall not to be used as an offer to buy and/or sell shares. The past performance is no indication of current 

or future performance. The performance data do not take account of the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of units.

Notice to Investors in the United Kingdom

The Funds are recognised collective investment schemes for the purposes of section 264 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 of the United Kingdom (the “Act”). This document is distributed in

the United Kingdom on behalf of the Fund by FORT International Limited, which is authorized under the Act and is communicating this document in accordance with Section 238(4)(c) of the Act. FORT

International Limited (FRN: 839844) is an appointed representative of Duff & Phelps Securities Ltd. (FRN: 466588) which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The Company

engaged FORT International Limited as a third party distributer to market the Funds in the United Kingdom. The address of Fort International Limited is FORT International Limited, C/O Duff & Phelps

Securities Ltd, The Shard, 32 London Bridge Street, London, SE1 9SG, and its email address is michael.statz@fortlp.co.uk. The prospectus, English KIIDs, memorandum and articles of association, and

audited annual and semi-annual accounts of the Company are available and may be obtained free of charge in paper form at the office of the UK Information Agent (Kinetic Partners LLP, One London

Wall, Level 10, London, EC2Y 5H, United Kingdom), or electronically at www.carnegroup.com/fort.

Notice to Investors in the People’s Republic of China

This document does not constitute a public offer of any fund managed by FORT, whether by sale or subscription, in the People’s Republic of China (the “PRC”). Shares in any fund are not being offered or 

sold directly or indirectly in the PRC to or for the benefit of, legal or natural persons of the PRC. Further, no legal or natural persons of the PRC may directly or indirectly purchase any shares of any fund 

managed by FORT or any beneficial interest therein without obtaining all prior required PRC’s governmental approvals, whether statutorily or otherwise. Persons who come into possession of this 

document are required by the issuer and its representatives to observe these restrictions. 
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Definitions

1. Alpha: A measure of the active return on an investment relative to a suitable benchmark index, or beta.

2. Avg. Margin to Equity: the average daily margin requirement as a percentage of total portfolio net asset value.

3. Avg. Value at Risk (VaR) at 99% (10 yr.): the portfolio loss, over either a daily or monthly holding period, expected to be exceeded only 1% of the time,

estimated by calculating the 1st percentile of 10 years of simulated historical daily or monthly returns for the portfolio. For example, an Avg. Daily VaR at 99% (10 yr.)

of 5% means that in a historical simulation of the current portfolio over the prior 10 years, only 1% of the returns were a loss of 5% or greater.

4. Compound Average Annualized Return (CAAR): the average year-over-year growth rate of an investment. It is calculated by taking the nth root of the total

percentage growth over the period, where n is the number of years in the period.

5. Correlation: a statistical measure of how portfolio or security prices move in relation to each other. A correlation ranges from -1 to 1. A correlation of 1 means the

two portfolios or securities have moved in lockstep with each other. A correlation of -1 means the two indexes have moved in exactly the opposite direction.

6. Reference Program: FORT’s Global Contrarian, Diversified, Trend, Equity Market Neutral, or Futures trading program, as applicable. The fund employs the

Reference Program as modified to comply with the UCITS Directive by removing exposure to commodities and, as necessary, replicating exposure to bonds with

interest rates to remain within issuer concentration limits.

7. Standard Deviation: a measure of risk; it calculates the variability of returns by comparing the portfolio’s return in each period from the average portfolio return

across all periods.

8. Negative SemiDeviation is a measure of the variability of negative returns.

9. Sharpe Ratio: a measure of risk-adjusted returns; it calculates the amount of portfolio return in excess of the risk-free interest rate per unit of risk (standard

deviation of returns) of the portfolio. For our calculations, we use the monthly return on cash as the risk-free interest rate.

10. Sortino Ratio: a measure of risk-adjusted returns; it calculates the amount of return received in excess of the risk free interest rate per unit of “downside” risk

(standard deviation of negative returns).

Comparative Indices

1. S&P 500 Total Return Index - an unmanaged, market capitalization-weighted index composed of 500 widely held “large capitalization” common stocks and

assumes the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains, but does not reflect the effect of advisory fees.

2. SG CTA Index (formerly known as the Newedge CTA Index) - constructed each year of the top 20 CTAs by AUM that are open to new investment and began in

January, 2000. For comparison purposes, the Barclay BTOP 50 CTA Index was used for the time period October, 1993 through December, 2000.

3. Russell 1000 Total Return Value Index: measures the performance of large-cap U.S. equities with a value focus. The Russell 1000 index constitutes

approximately 90% of the U.S. equity universe, with the Russell 1000 Value Index tracking the Russell 1000 index firms with lower price-to-book ratios and

lower expected growth values.

4. Russell 2000 Total Return Index: measures the performance of the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Index includes approximately 2,000 of

the smallest firms by market capitalization of the Russell 3000 index and represents approximately 8% of the total market capitalization of the Russell 3000.

5. Russell 2000 Total Return Value Index: an unbiased measure of return of small-cap U.S. value equities. The index tracks the subset of Russell 2000 index firms

with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth.

6. Berkshire Hathaway Inc.: holding company for a multitude of businesses run by Chairman and CEO Warren Buffett headquartered in Omaha, NE. While

insurance subsidiaries represent the largest pieces of Berkshire Hathaway Inc., the company owns a diversified portfolio of businesses across a variety of

business sectors.

*Unless otherwise noted, all index data is sourced from Bloomberg. Unless otherwise noted, all UCITS Fund returns are sourced by the Fund’s administrator and all

other data is internally sourced.


